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ABSTRACT

The importanceof paleohydrologyto the Yucca MountainSite Characterization

Projectderivesfrom the role water will play in radioactive-wasterepository

performance. Changes in hydrologicconditionsduring the lifetimeof the

repositorymay be estimatedby investigatingpast hydrologicvariations,

includingchanges in the staticwater-levelposition. Based on the

distributionof vitric and zeolitizedtuffs and the structuralhistoryof the

site, the highestwater levelswere reachedand recededdownward 11.6 to 12.8

myr ago. Since that time, the water level at centralYucca Mountain has

probablynot risen more than about 60 m above its presentposition. The

historyof the high potentiometricgradient runningthroughnorthern Yucca

Mountainmay be partly elucidatedby the study of tridymitedistributionin

rocks that haveexperiencedsaturatedconditionsfor varyingperiodsof time.

INTRODUCTION

The importanceof paleohydrologyto the Yucca MountainSite Characterization

Project (YMSCP)derives from the role water is expectedto play in high-level

radioactive-wasterepositoryperformance. Water will interactwith the waste

packagesand with the geologicrepositoryand will act as a transportmedium

for radionuclides. During the courseof site characterization,the

present-daydispositionand movementof water at the potentialrepositorysite
I
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will be investigated. The existing hydrologic conditions will be judged on

the basis of numerical models as acceptable or not acceptable for waste

isolation requirements. The nature and magnitude of changes in hydrologic

conditions that might be expected during the regulated lifetime of the

repository must also be estimated and evaluated. One approach to this

information need is to investigate past hydrologic variations -- to determine

the paleohydrology of Yucca Mountain and surrounding areas.

One aspect of paleohydrology is the history of changes in the static water

level (SWL). Both regional and local hydrologic conditions contribute to the

SWL configuration. Hydrologic changes large enough to cause a major shift in

the SWL position around Yucca Mountain during the next 10 000 years could

alter the subsurface pathways and the pattern and timing of surface discharge

for water travelling from the repository. Other effects could include changes

in the degree of saturation within the repository, with resultant changes in .

water-rock and water-waste package interactions, lt should also be recognized

that hydrologic changes with effects on radionuclide mobility can probably

also occur in the absence of major SWL readjustment. The existence of

perched-water and active-recharge zones at Rainier Mesa, 40 km NE of Yucca

Mountain, is an example.1 This makes it clear that the study of Yucca

Mountain paleohydrology must not be restricted to the sole concept of SWL

change.

Many techniques are being used or proposed by YMSCP participants to study

the paleohydrology of the potential repository site. Table I is a

nonexhaustive list of techniques or characterization studies applicable to
L

paleohydrologic questions. Results to date suggest that a combination of

techniques and studies will be required to produce a comprehensive

reconstruction of Yucca Mountain hydrologic history. This paper describes

progress in understanding the relationship bet_een mineralogic alteration

history and hydrologic history based on mineral distribution, textural

analysis, and supporting ,.'tructuralgeologic data.

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

Data Collection

Data analysis was based primarily on interim summaries of drill core and
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cutting x-ray mineralogic data2,3,4 plus new x-ray data collected specifically

to investigate tridymite distribution. Information about mineral distribution

was also obtained by petrographic examination of the same drill core and

cutting samples. Drill sites are shown in Figure 1. These data were used to
,,,

generate and test ideas relating to present-day hydrology and paleohydrology.

Basic Principles of Mineralogic Alteration-Paleohydrology Studies

In attempting to correlate mineralogic changes with past or present SWL

positions, the researcher must bear in mind that the position and geometry of

the SWL are determined by hydraulic parameters and therefore the SWL need not

be a geochemical boundary. The connection between SWL position and

mineralogic changes related to geochemistry may exist _ut is always indirect.

Such features as paleospring mounds and microtextures related to particulate

transport most closely approach being direct indicators of former hydraulic

conditions because they are products of aqueous transport and deposition, not

of distinctive geochemical conditions.

The mineralogic features under study fall into two general categories: 1)

alteration mineralogy, mineral abundance, and mineral chemistry and 2)

alteration mineral textures and morphologies. Figure 2 shows some of the

spatial variations in alteration mineralogy that might be linked to aspects of

a hydrologic regime. As shown in the figure, a potential hydrologic indicator

is a combination of a mineralogical variable and one or more spatial

distribution parameters. Taken together, these define a three-dimensional

pattern of mineral distribution that is related to the hydrologic regime. The

amount of time required for mineralogic adjustments to a hydrologic regime and

the durability of newly-developed mineralogic characteristics under changing

conditions are additional factors of importance in determining the usefulness

of a hydrologic indicator. Variations in texture and morphology are less

easily generallizedand are more meaningfully discussed in the context of

individual studies.

Attempts to identify changes in these features that coincide with the

present-day SWL are conceptually the simplest and most straightforward

investigations. Such studies would seem to be logical first steps in

identifying useful_ mineralogical parameters. To be credible, mineralogical

changes should show close and consistent spatial association with the SWL and
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should be demonstrably independent of other causes of variability.

Investigations of this type have been difficult to carry out because the tuff

mineralogy in the vicinity of the present SWL had already been altered under

former hydrologic regimes. The thickness of affected tuff above the present

SWL is as much as 150 m. As a consequence, mineralogic variations related to

present hydrologic conditions may be largely restricted to minor or trace rock

components, minerals with irregular or discontinuous distribution, and

textural variations that are not easily characterized or verified.

Progress has been made in reconstructing past alteration and hydrologic

conditions. The links between mineralogy and past hydrologic regimes cannot

be directly tested, but are established with variable confidence by

combinations of data and inference. Research results delineating past

hydrologic conditions, including conditions that were in effect millions of

years ago, have direct relevance to repository issues. The results provide

information about the causes, magnitudes, and rates of hydrologic changes.

Even negative or ambiguous results help develop our understanding that

complexity in mineralogic patterns is the cumulative effect of a long and

varied alteration history with associated hydrologic changes.

RESULTS

The upper 2OO0-m section of Yucca Mountain consists predominantly of

Miocene silicic ash-flow turfs. The pyroclastic units of interest in this

paper, in order of increasing depth from thesurface to about 800 to 1000 m, "

are the Tiva Canyon Member of the Paintbrush Tuff, the Topopah Spring Member

of the Paintbrush Tuff, the tuff of Calico Hills, the Prow Pass Member of the

Crater Flat Tuff, and the Bullfrog Member of the Crater Flat Tuff. These

units are present in all of the Yucca Mountain drill holes (Figure 3).

Several minor or local units have been omitted from the list. An additional

unit not present in existing drill holes, the Rainier Mesa Member (Tmr) of the

Timber Mountain Tuff, is younger than the Paintbrush Tuff and is relevant for

the age constraints the Tmr outcrop pattern places on tectonism affecting the

older units.

Yucca Mountain was progressively tiltf.=dand faulted during Miocene time so

that the Paintbrush Tuff and older units are inclined in an easterly to

northeasterly direction. Older units are more steeply inclined and show
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greater fault offsets than younger units. Some of the inclination is primary

and results from pyroclastic deposition on tilted surfaces.5 Along a transect

of the mountain between G-3 and Ue25a#1, the top of the Crater Flat Tuff drops

to the NE by 365 m. Structural relations are commonly key elements in

paleohydrologic interpretations.

Volcanic glass pyroclasts were the main original constituents of the

tuffs, with variable smaller amounts of phenocrysts and crystalline lithic

inclusions. Soon after deposition, each of the units except the tuff of

Calico Hills developed a central moderately- to densely-welded portion

sandwiched between upper and lower nonwelded zones. This welding pattern

reflects the greater heat retention in the middle of a thick pyroclastic unit

where welding occurs by viscous flow of the glass paFticles. The welded

portions of the units were further modified by syngenetic devitrification of

the hot glass. Devitrified tuffs are completely crystalline and contain an

assemblage of mostly alkali feldspar and silica minerals.

Zeolitization

The most extensive post-cooling mineralogic change affecting the rocks at

Yucca Mountain has been the zeolitization of:"nonwelded glassy tuffs. In the

affected rocks, the glassy component was altered to the zeolite clinoptilolite

with or without lesser amounts of mordenite (another zeolite mineral), clays,

silica minerals, carbonates, Fe-Mn oxid,es and hydroxides, and other minor

phases. Rocks in the deeper parts of/Yucca Mountain have been subjected to

differing and additional alteration._

Most zeolites and zeolitized tuffs appear to be products of diagenetic

alteration in which the original glass dissolved and the zeolites precipitated

at ambient temperatures in a water-rich environment. The distribution of

diagenetically altered zeolitic rocks is important evidence for the

paleohydrologic interpretations in this paper. Yucca Mountain also contains

zeolites of moderate-temperature hydrothermal origin linked to post-

emplacement cooling of a pyroclastic unit.7

The downward transition from vitric to zeolitized tuffs is a gross feature

common to all Yucca Mountain drill holes. As described below, the exact

position of the vitric-zeolitic transition in any given hole cannot be

precisely fixed, but the persistence of this feature across the mountain makes
5
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it an attractivecandidatefor investigationas a hydrologicindicator.

Researchersstudyingzeolitizationin the Yucca Mountain region havemade

a varietyof inferencesabout the hydrologicregimes in which Zeolitization

occurred. Most studiespredatingthe Yucca Mountain Projectattribute

zeolitizationto unsaturated-zonehydrologicprocesses: either from localized

active rechargecreatinga zone of near-saturationand rock alterationabove

the SWL, or from permeabilitybarriersresponsiblefor the formationof local

or regionalperchedwater tables and associatedalteration.1,8,9 Yucca

Mountainresearchersrecognizea few probableexamplesof perched-water

alterationbut tend to favor alterationat or below a SWL.2,9,I0,11 The Yucca

Mountain glass-and zeolite-distributiondataprovide no support for the

existenceor formerexistenceof a regionalperchedwater table. Known

examplesof probableperched-waterzeolitizationare of much smallervertical

and lateralextentthan the main mass of zeolitizedtuffs. The working

hypothesisis that most zeolitizationoccurredaround or below the SWL in

place at the time of alteration. As describedbelow, numerousfactorsmake

the vitric-zeolitictransitiona much less preciselydefinablepositionthan

the positionof the SWL at any given time. Therefore,the conceptof vitric

turfs being subjectto zeolitizationaround or below the SWL must cover at

least a small range of localizedhydrologicconditions,

Even withouta concensuson the relationshipbetweenthe transitionzone

and the SWL positionat the time of alteration,researchersgenerallyagree

that zeolitizationrequiredthe presenceof abundantwater over a long period

of time.1,2,4,8,9 The underlyingassumptionis that glass in nonweldedturfsL

is preservedonly where the rocks have not been subjectedto prolonged

saturation. This could be a valuableinterpretivetool for the Yucca Mountain

projectbecauseit might be possibleto estimatethe highestelevationever

occupiedby the SWL.

The presentSWL lies within zeoliticor devitrifiedtuffs more than 100 m

below the boundarythat separatesmost vitricturfs from most zeolitictuffs.

There are uncertaintiesassociatedwith any attemptto correlatethe boundary

betweenvitricand zeolitizedtuffs with a past SWL position. An inherent

problemin equatingthe configurationof vitric-zeolit_.cboundarieswith a

past S_,_Lis that the positionof the mineralogicboundarycannot be definedor

measuredin so straightfowarda manner as the positionof a SWL. The

free-watersurfacein a boreholecan he directlyobservedand readilymeasured
6



to the nearest 0.1 m° In contrast, the vitric-zeolitic boundary is actually a

transition zone with vertical extent up to 10 m or more from the first

appearance of zeolite to the last disappearance of glass. The boundary can be

defined at a certain weight percent content of zeolite, which is reasonable

for estimating amounts of zeolite available to interact with radionuclides but

has no demonstrated genetic significance.

Another problem of definition stems from the fact that the generalized

upper boundary of zeolitic rocks at Yucca Mountain transgresses the more

highly inclined stratigraphic boundaries of the pyroclastic units. Because

the pyroclastic section originally consisted of alternating intervals of

mostly devitrified welded tuffs and vitric nonwelded turfs, the position of

the zeolitic boundary in some places is artificially fixed at an original

boundary between devitrified and vitric tuff. The zeolitic boundary in such a

place may be lower than the hydrologic boundary existing at the time of

alteration. Drill holes in which the position of the zeolitic boundary may

have been constrained by parent lithology include 25a-1, G-2, G-3, H-5, and

H-6 (Figure 1). In addition, it has been estimated that zeolitization

requires periods of the order of 104 yr, 12 and it is not known how much the

SWL might fluctuate during this time and what effects the fluctuation might

have on the development of the transition zone.

The zeolitization chronology of the Crater Flat, Calico Hills, and

Paintbrush tuffs has been partly reconstructed from information about the

distribution of zeolitized rocks in these units at Yucca Mountain, the

progressive tilting and faulting of the mountain, and microscopic evidence of

tilting recorded by textural features called geopetal fillings in zeolitized

rocks. Two key pieces of evidence suggest that zeolitization in most of the

Prow Pass tuff took place before the Topopah Spring tuff was deposited.

First, the Prow Pass tuff is the youngest pyroclastic unit that is largely

zeolitized in all Yucca Mountain drill holes. The vitric-zeolitic transition

lies within the Prow Pass tuff in the three holes -- G-3, H-3, and H-5 --

where the Prow Pass tuff is structurally high and also in H-6 on the

downdropped western side of a N-S fault zone about 2 km southwest of H-5

(Figure I). In H-6, both the stratigraphic top of the Prow Pass tuff and the

vitric-zeolitic transition are about 40 m lower than in H-5.

The picture that emerges from this information is of alteration in a

flat-lying or slightly-inclined Prow Pass tuff, producing a vitric-zeolitic
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transitionzone of relativelyflat orientation. Subsequentdeformation

producedthe moresteepiy inclinedand faultedfeaturesseen today. In
t

southernand western Yucca Mountainthe Prow Pass tuff is at a higher

elevationand the vitric-zeclitictransitionwithin the unit has been

preserved,whereas in the easternpart of the mountainthe tuff unit is at a

lower elevationand the vitric-zeolitictransition has been overprintedby

later zeolitization.

The second key piece of evidenceis the chronolooyof tectonictiltingand

faulting. Tiltingand faultingwere at least intermittentlyactiveuntil the
b

RainierMesa tuff was deposited.4,I0 The cumulativeoffsetof the Prow Pass

tuff is greaterthan in the tv_ooverlyingyounger units becausetilting

occurredafter each of the three units was deposited. By the time the Topopah

Spring tuff was deposited,the Prow Pass tuff was alreadytilted close to its

presentattitude. The.Prow Pass unit around G-3 and H-3 probablywas

structurallyhighenough to be above the SWL. The maximumduration of

zeolitizationaround G-3 and H-3 would have been the age differencebetween

the Prow Pass and Topopah Springturfs, about 0.3 myr.13

The historyof tectonictiltingand the age nf the Rainier Mesa tuff

constrainthe timing of the later zeolitizationin the remainingglassy

portionof the Prow Pass tuff, the tuff of Calico Hills,and the lower

nonweldedpart of the Topopah Springtuff in the structurallylow

central-easternpart of Yucca Mountain. A temporalconnectionbetweentilting

and zeolitizationhas been establishedby microtexturalstudiesof geopetal

fillings.4,10 Geopetalfillingsin the zeolitizedrocks around Yucca Mountain

are layereddepositsof opal and zeolitewithin small pores in the altered

rocks.These depositswere formed by colloidalsilicaand aluminosilicate

particlessettlingout of water and the layers were horizontalat the time of

deposition. Many of the pores in which fillingswere depositedare cavities

formedby dissolutionof the last remainingglass shards in the zeolitized

rocks. These textural relationsindicatethat the geopetalfillingspostdate

most of the zeoliticalteration,at least on a local scale.

The orientationsof geopetallayers have been measuredin thin sectionand

found tO constitutea record of tectonictilting. Tilting has been recorded

by the geopetalfillingsin the lower TopopahSpring tuff in G-4, a few meters

below the vitric-zeolitictransitionin the structurallylow part of the

mountain. These are the youngest rocks affectedby pervasivezeolitization.
8



The ll.6-myr age of the untilted Rainier Mesa tuff locally overlying the older

units places a minimum age limit on the timing of tectonic tilting14 and, by

inference, of zeolitization.

The Paintbrush Tuff and older rocks at H-6 have been downdropped relative

to the H-5 section along a N-S-trending fault zone between the two holes.

This offset has placed unaltered vitric, nonwelded tuffs in H-6 at a lower

elevation than the vitric-zeolitic transition in the central-eastern drill

holes. Exact elevation differences between the vitric-zeolitic transitions at

the two locations cannot be determined because the transition in H-6 is

artificially fixed at the base of a 43-m devitrified zone,IS but the vitric

nonwelded rocks above the devitrified zone in the hole are about 16 m lower

than the vitric-zeolitic transition in G-4. The vitric tuff in H-6 remains

unaltered because a significant part of the fault offset occurred only after

the SWL had dropped well below the zeolitic transition. Thus, the t_ming of

SWL drop can be constrained by the chronology of faulting which is in turn

constrained by igneous chronology.

Fault offset of the Tiva Canyon tuff (12.7 myr), measured north of H-5, is

about 15 m, whereas Offset of a lO-myr unit at the same site is less than 2

m.5 In Solitario Canyon west of G-3, the Tiva Canyon tuff is offset by about

30 m and deposits of the 11.6-myr Rainier Mesa tuff are displaced less than 5

m. Therefore, the increment of fault offset that dropped the vitric tuffs in

H-6 below the zeolitic transition in G-4 probably occurred no later than 11.6

myr ago. The maximum age limit on the timing of offset may be the 12.7-myr

Tiva Canyon age and the offset cannot be any older than the 12.8-myr age of ,'

the Topopah Spring tuff. The establishment of the SWL within the lower

Topopah Spring tuff in the central-eastern part of Yucca Mountain, the

zeolitization in that unit, and the subsequent lowering of the SWL also took

place during this time interval but before the downdropping of the H-6
section.

Significant events in the history of the saturated-zone boundary at Yucca

Mountain during the last 13 myr are summarized schematically in Figure 4.

Based on the present distribution of vitric and zeolitized nonwelded turfs,

the vitric-zeolitic transition in the central-eastern part of Yucca Mountain

probably marks the highest SWL,established at the mountain during the last

12.8 myr. The SWL remained at its highest position no more than 1.2 myr.

Subsequent water levels may have existed at higher elevations than the present
9
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SWL (about120 m below the zeolitictransitionin G-4), but have not been any

higherthan 16 m below the zeolitictransitionand perhaps no higherthan 59 m

below the transi'Gion(addingthe 43-m thicknessof the devitrifiedzone in H-6

to the 16-mdepth of glassy tuff below the _ransition). This reconstruction

does not apply to the vicinityof drill hole G-2 becauseavailabledata are

insufficientto justifya northwardextrapolation.

TridymiteDistribution

Tridymiteis a crystallinesilica polymorphthat is a minor constituentof

devitrifiedturfs in the Yucca Mountain region. The tridymitedistributionat

Yucca Mountain is an exampleof a possibleSWL-relatedmineraldistribution

patterntentativelyidentifiedfrom drill-holesamplesets collectedto

characterizethe site mineralogy. No sampleswere collectedspecificallyto

test hypothesesabout tridymitedistribution,and it has not been possibleto

obtain additionalsamplespertinentto this question. Sampleson hand that

were not includedin earlier studieshave been analyzedto providea more

stringenttest of the tridymite-SWLrelationship.

Based on drill-holex-ray diffractiondata sets from Yucca Mountainproper

and from severalsites east of the mountain,it has been suggestedthat

tridymiteis not found below the presentSWL.3,16 The absenceof tridymite

below the SWL has been attributedto recrystallization(presumablyto quartz)

in the presenceof water. The publishedYucca Mountaindata do, however, ,

documentan exceptionin drill hole J-13.3 These indicationsof a possible

pattern,even if imperfect,merit a more detailedinvestigationincluding

exami,:_tionof tridymiteoccurrenceson a unit-by-unitbasis.

The pyroclasticunits in which tridymiteis found, in order of increasing

age and depth, are the T|va Canyon and TopopahSpringMembers of the

PaintbrushTuff and the Prow Pass and BullfrogMembersof the CraterFlat

Tuff. Within the Tiva Canyon and TopopahSpringMembers,tridymiteis mostly

in lithophysalzones within densely-welded,devitrifiedtuff. Crystalsup to

0.1 mm long occur in small aggegatesWithin the groundmassof the tuffs or as

void fillingsin gas cavitiesand fractures. Tridymitein Prow Pass and

Bullfrogdevitrifiedtuffs is in small lithophysaeand cavitiesformedby the

recrystallizationof pumice clasts and may be in the groundmassas weil.

Individualcrystalsare less than C_.05mm long.
i
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Becausethe Tiva Canyon tuff is above the SWL at all Yucca Mountain and

easterndrill sites and is partly above the SWL in VH-1,there is no basis for

comparisonof mineral contentin this unit above and below the SWL. Tridymite

has been detected by x-ray diffractionin seven of eight drill holes from

which Tiva Canyon samples have been analyzed.

Of the thirteendrill holesfor which TopopahSpringwhole-samplex-ray

diffractiondata are available,twelve containdetectabletridymite. Samples

from the exceptionalhole,H-6, containsmall concentrationsof optically
q

identifiabletridymite. Two drill holes'east and west of Yucca Mountain

containtridymitebelow the SWL. Tridymitein J-13 occurs from about 38 m

above to about 54 m below the SWL. In VH-1,where the TopopahSpring section

is entirelyin the saturatedzone, tridymiteis presentas much as 175 m below
the SWL.

Fewer data are availablefor the Prow Pass and Bullfrogtuffs. Tridymite

has been detectedby XRD in the Prow Pass tuff in holesG-3 and H-3 (out of

eleven holeswith relevantdata) and in the Bullfrogtuff in G-3 (out of five

holeswith data). The fine-grainedcharacterand low abundanceof tridymite

in these units make it difficultto check opticallyfor tridymite pL_esentin

amountsbelow the XRD detectionlimit (<2 wt. %).3 G-3 and H-3 are also ._he

only holes in which the Prow Pass sectionis entirelyabove the SWL, and G-3

is the only hole in which any of the Bullfrogtuff is above the SWL. The

one-km proximityof the two holes and the uncertaintyinherentin negative

data make it difficultto eliminateoriginallateralvariabilityin tridymit_:

contentor samplingshortcomingsas alternativeexplanationsfor the

restrictedoccurrenceof the mineral. These uncertaintieswill be reduced

when new samplesare available. For thepurpose of discussion,the

distributiondata are assumedto be representativeand to reflectpost-

crystallizationconditions.

The deepestdocumentedtridymiteoccurrencesin the Crater Flat Tuff_in

G-3 and H-3 are located,respectively,119 m and 172 m above the SWL. These

large verticalseparationsbetweenmineraloccurrenceand SWL weaken both the

credibilityand the value of any suggestedconnectionbetweentridymite

distributionand the present water table. A connectionwith a former, higher

SWL remainspossibleand might be documentablein a combinedcontextwith

other paleohydrologicindicators. For example, combineddata on tridymiteand

clinoptilolitedistribution,coupledwith an understandingof zeolitization
11



chronology, may make it possible to interpret the paleohydrologic significance

of tridymite,

The deepest tridymite occurrences in the Crater Flat Tuff are

approximately 60 m (G-3) and 30 m (H-3) below the vitric-zeolitic transition

zone. Hydrologic conditions favorable to zeulitization around Yucca Mountain

must have lasted long enough for the vitric nonwelded turfs above and below

the tridymite-bearing rocks to be altered but not long enough for the

tridymite to recrystallize. The maximum duration of water-rich conditions

assoclated with this early zeolitization episode has been estimated from the

conceptual model of zeolitization to be about 0.3 myr.

The later episode of zeolitization affecting the low-lying tuffs of

central-eastern Yucca Mountain lasted up to about 1.2 myr from the deposition

of the Topopah Spring tuff to the deposition of the Rainier Mesa tuff. In _,

this location, the maximum cumulative exposure of the Crater Flat Tuff to

water-rich conditions represented by the two periods of zeolitization was

about 1.5 myr. Because most or all of the Crater Flat Tuff is currently below

the SWL in this area (G-I, G-4, H-4, 25a-1, and J-13), the absolute maximum

possible exposure could have been as much as 13 myr, the age of the unit. The

difference between these two time estimates is so large that additional

duration-limiting data are needed to make tridymite recrystallization a useful

paleohydrologic indicator. Possible sources of additional data might be drill

hales in which the Crater Flat Tuff is situated at elevations intermediate

between the high positions of G-3 and H-3 and the central-eastern drill-hole

locations where the unit is presently below the SWL. The goal would be to

obtain samples from several locations where the Crater Flat Tuff was low

enough to have experienced both zeolitization episodes but high enough to be

above the present SWL. In these locations, the Crater Flat Tuff would have

been exposed to water-rich conditions for variable time periods less than 13

myr. The consistent absence of tridymite from the Crater Flat Tuff in such

holes would tend to favor an exposure time closer to the lower estimate. H-5

is the only existing drill hole with the potential to supply some of the

needed information, as soon as new samples from the relevant units can be

collected and analyzed.

One use of a tridymite paleohydrologic indicator would be to help

investigate the history of the high potentiometric gradient across northern

Yucca Mountain that separates a region of relatively high SWL (generally west

12



of the SolitarioCanyon fault) from the lower SWL of centraland southern

Yucca Mountain.17 This large-sca]efeatureis thoughtto indicatethe

presenceof lew-permeabilityrocks in the saturatedzone beneathparts of

Yucca Mountain,but has also been cited as evidence for major in-progress

;wydrologicchangesin responseto changingtectonicstresses. With a

combinationof existingand new data, it _naybe possibleto estimate how long

the SWL west of the mountain has maintai,,_edits position.
I

i

CONCLUSIONS
ii

A preliminaryconceptualhistoryof the changingSWL has been constructed

from a combinationof mineral distributiondata, texturaldata, igneous

chronology,and structuralinformation. The mineralogicdata requiredto

detect and test potentialindicatorsare more numerou_and detailedthan what

has been routinelycollectedfor generalrock characterization.Data from

existingdrill holes have been and will remaincriticalto the formulationof

the hydrologichistory. As more informationbecomesavailablefrom new drill

holes,the confidencein preliminaryinterpretationsshouldincrease.

Severalmineralogicparameters,includingzeolitesand tridymite,show

some promiseas paleohydrologicindicators. The interpretationof SWL history

suggeststhat large and rapid changesin SWL positionprecededby a short time

the renewalof silicicvolcanism(RainierMesa tuff) at the TimberMountain

calderanorth of Yucca Mountain. The evidencefrom illite/smectitestudies

suggeststhat the Timber Mountaincalderastronglyaffectedthe patternof
6

deep saturated-zoneflow below Yucca Mountain, so the possibilityof volcano-

tectonic effects higher'in the saturatedzone deservesfurtherinvestigation.

The examinationof tridymitedistributiondata has identifiedan

informationgap relatedto the locationsof existing drill holes. Drill sites

are locatedeither on the crest of the mountainor in washes near the base of

the mountain. The surface locationsfrom which certaintridymite-bearing

zones could be intersectedby verticaldrillingtend to be hillslopesthat

would requiregreaterpreparationas drill sites. Adits from the surface

might offer opportunitiesfor obtainir_gappropriatesamples,although

geographiccoveragewould be more limitedthan for drill hole-derivedsamples.

13
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TABLE I STUDIESAPPLICABLETO PALEOHYDROLOGYAT YUCCA MOUNTAIN

I. Distributionpatternsof major, minor, and trace minerals;

variationsin fracturefillings.

2. Positionand geometryof SWL versus positionand geometryof

vitric-zeolitictransitionin tuff.

3. Chemical tracers,e.g., chlorideminerals.

4. Glass hydration,leaching,and/or dissolutionevidence.

5. Presenceand distributionof gels and colloidalmaterial,

6. Patternsof mineralcompositionvariation: major, minor,

trace elements,isotopes.

7. Changes in secondary-mineraltextureor morphology.

8. Paleospringdischargesites.

9. Paleoecology,e.g., packratmidden studies.
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Ftg. 1: Location mapof Yucca Hountatn



MINERALOGICALPARAMETER× SPATIALDISTRIBUTIONPARAMETERx TIME = HYDROLOGICINDICATOR

0 presence/absenceof 0 scale-dependence _ ,

minerals ' 0 range and variability

Omineral textures 0 abrupt boundaries/

Omineral crystallinity gradualtrends

0 mineral composition

framework

exchangeablecations

zoning

(

Figure2 POSSIBLEFACTORSLINKINGALTERATIONMINERALOGYTO PALEOHYDROLOGY
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FIGURE 4 Generalized representation of alteration
history, not to scale. The Prow Pass tuff is
shown in stippled pattern. Diagonal hachures
depict zeolitized tuffs. Projected drill hole
positions are approximate.
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